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Self-consistent theory of localization and Coulomb drag effect
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We study the Coulomb drag rate for electrons in a double-quantum-well structure in the presence of
disorder. The self-consistent theory of localization is used to obtain the frequency dependence of the general-
ized diffusion coefficient which influences the response functions. The interplay between screening effects and
disorder at low temperature gives rise to an enhanced drag rate as the system goes from a weakly localized to
a strongly localized phase with increasing disorder. The change in the interlayer momentum transfer rate may
be used as a probe to investigate localization properties of coupled quantum-well systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There has been extensive theoretical and experimenta
tivity centered around the frictional drag in couple
quantum-well systems in recent years.1 The so-called drag
effect originates2,3 in the interlayer Coulomb interactions be
tween two spatially separated electron systems. When a
rent I is allowed to pass in only one of the layers, the cha
carriers in the second layer are dragged due to the mom
tum transfer process. Here the distance between the laye
large enough so that tunneling effects are not significan
drag voltageVD is measured under the condition that
current flows in this second layer. Thus, the transresista
r5VD /I , or the drag ratetdrag

21 5ne2r/m* , probe the Cou-
lomb interaction effects in double-layer electron systems
transport experiment. The drag effect has been studied
perimentally in a variety of setups in which the charge c
riers in the quantum wells are electrons, holes, or one
each.4–9 The theoretical efforts have concentrated on cal
lating the momentum transfer rate due to different mec
nisms within many-body theory.10–15

In this paper, we study the effects of disorder on the C
lomb drag rate in coupled quantum wells in the low tempe
ture regime. In particular, we investigate the changes oc
ring in the drag rate as the system evolves from a wea
disordered metallic state to a strongly disordered insula
state~Mott insulator!. There are several motivations for in
vestigating the disorder effects. The issue of localization
two-dimensional~2D! disordered electron systems is rece
ing a renewed interest both experimentally a
theoretically16,17 due to the intricate interplay between diso
der and interaction effects. In our work we consider on
disorder-induced localization and the metal-insulator tran
tion, but not interaction-induced localization effects. Our d
order is due to nonmagnetic impurities. The experimen
results seem to be in agreement with the picture that a
tallic phase for weak disorder and an insulating phase
strong disorder exist for an interacting two-dimensional el
tron gas.18 The effects of disorder on the Coulomb drag ra
for a double-layer system were first considered by Zheng
MacDonald,10 who included disorder in the single-laye
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~23!/15959~6!/$15.00
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density-density response function in the diffusive dom
with a constant diffusion coefficient. For a coupled quantu
wire system we have recently shown19 that the drag rate ha
a nonmonotonic dependence on the amount of disor
These works are concerned with the metallic phase for w
disorder. Shimshoni20 has suggested that the Coulomb dr
rate in double-layer systems offers a possible probe to st
the insulating phase for strong disorder. The drag rate
expected to be enhanced at the onset of a metal-insu
transition due to the role played by density fluctuations
both the processes. In the work on coupled quantum-w
systems we used the density-density response function
number-conserving approximation in order to include we
disorder. This approximation is valid for ranges ofq andv at
the level of the random-phase approximation~RPA!, but it is
not clear if it can account for strong disorder. The latter is
focus of the work presented here. To this end we have u
the density-density response function calculated by Vollha
and Wölfle21,22 in a self-consistent scheme that is capable
treating strong disorder. The expression for the single-la
polarizability x(q,v) that we use is obtained in a genera
ized diffusion-pole approximation which is limited to smallq
andv ~i.e., q!kF andv!EF). However, the diffusion co-
efficient D(v) in this calculation is more general than th
constant diffusion coefficient used earlier by Zheng a
MacDonald10 and by us in our work on quantum-wir
systems.19 We determine D(v) numerically in a self-
consistent manner according to the scheme discussed
Vollhardt and Wo¨lfle.22 We employ this self-consisten
theory of localization22–24 to obtain a frequency-depende
diffusion coefficient D(v) in the same spirit. The self
consistent theory of localization has proved useful in pred
ing the same results as the scaling theory of localizat
when the interaction effects are ignored.24

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We outl
the calculation of the total drag rate in terms of contributio
from the ballistic and diffusive regimes in Sec. II. Th
frequency-dependent diffusion coefficient within the se
consistent theory of localization is also introduced. In S
III we present our results and discuss the possibility of us
drag experiments to probe the transition to an insulat
15 959 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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phase in double-layer systems. We also present an esti
of some physical quantities and compare them with exis
experimental results.

II. THEORY

We consider two parallel quantum wells of negligib
thickness separated by a distanced, which is assumed to be
large enough so that interlayer tunneling can be neglec
The bare Coulomb interaction between the electrons is g
by Vi j (q)5(2pe2/e0)e2qd(12d i j ), in which i and j label the
layers, ande0 is the background dielectric constant. The tw
dimensional electron densityn is related to the Fermi wave
vector byn5kF

2/2p. We shall use the dimensionless electr
gas parameterr s5A2/(kFaB* ), in which aB* 5e0 /(e2m* ) is
the effective Bohr radius in the semiconducting layer w
background dielectric constante0 and electron effective
massm* .

The Coulomb drag rate for double-layer systems has b
derived through a variety of theoretical approaches10–15 ~see
also Ref. 1 for a recent review!. We adopt the expressio
given by Zheng and MacDonald.10 For simplicity and with-
out loss of generality, we consider the same electron den
in both the layers. The drag rate is given by

tdrag
21 5

1

2p2m* nTE0

`

dq q3E
0

`

dvUW12~q,v!Im x~q,v!

sinh~v/2T!
U2

,

~1!

where we have assumed\ andkB51. tdrag
21 measures the rat

of momentum transferred from one quantum well to t
other, and includes the drag rate in the ballistic and diffus
regimes~see below!. Here,x(q,v) is the 2D dynamic sus
ceptibility, describing the density-density response funct
of a single-layer electron system.W12(q,v) is the dynami-
cally screened effective interaction between electrons
quantum wells 1 and 2. Within the random-phase appro
mation, it is given byW12(q,v)5V12(q)/«(q,v), where
«(q,v)5@12V11(q)x(q,v)#22@V12(q)x(q,v)#2 is the
screening function for the coupled quantum-well syste
which uses the bare intra- and interlayer electron-elec
interactions ~ignoring the correlation effects!. Recent nu-
merical calculations15 and experimental results9 point to the
importance of correlations in coupled quantum-well syste
especially in the high temperature regime, viz.,T/EF;0.5.

In this work, we retain the wave vector, frequency, dis
der, and temperature dependence of the dynamic suscep
ity x(q,v) that enters the drag rate expression@Eq. ~1!# as
well as the screening function«(q,v). We account for dis-
order by considering an impurity scattering induced damp
g (51/t) which may be regarded as a phenomenolog
parameter. Here,t is an intralayer~transport! scattering time
for electrons, which may be related to the mobility throu
m5et/m* . The 2D dynamical susceptibility is taken to b
the noninteracting disorder-free response function in the
listic regime in which the disorder effects are not thought
be important, i.e., for ql.1 and v/g.1, where l
5kF /gm* is the mean free path. In the diffusive regime, t
response function is characterized by the generalized d
sion coefficient21,22
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xD~q,v!5NF

D~q,v!q2

D~q,v!q22 iv
, ~2!

whereD(q,v) reduces to the commonly used diffusion c
efficient D05 l 2g/2 in the limit ql,1 andv/g,1. In our
work we go beyond a previously used10 constant diffusion
coefficient, and consider aD(v) that retains the full fre-
quency dependence within the self-consistent theory
localization,22 the latter being based on a diagramma
analysis. D(v) is obtained from the solution of a self
consistent equation21,22

D0

D~v!
511

1

pNF
(

q

1

D~v!q22 iv
. ~3!

Although D(v) is not as general asD(q,v), it contains
more physics in the diffusive regime thanD0. We have
solved the above equation numerically for various values
the disorder parameterg. The frequency dependence of th
real and imaginary parts ofD(v) is depicted in Fig. 1. It is
seen that the frequency behavior ofD(v) depends crucially
on the disorder parameterg. For smallg, corresponding to
the metallic phase in the diffusive regime, the real part
D(v) is nearly constant, and the imaginary part is vanis
ingly small. As g increases the frequency dependence
D(v) becomes appropriate for a system in the insulat
phase.22

In view of our objective to study effects of a varyin
degree of disorder on the drag rate, we find it useful to w
the total drag rate as a sum of contributions from the ballis
and diffusive regions,t tot

215tB
211tD

21 , where

tB
215

1

2p2m* nTE0

`

dq q3E
0

`

dvUW12~q,v!Im@xB~q,v!#

sinh~v/2T!
U2

,

~4!

and

FIG. 1. The real~upper curves! and imaginary~lower curves!
parts of the generalized diffusion coefficientD(v). The dotted,
short dashed, long dashed, dot-dashed, and solid lines ind
g/EF50.1, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 2.5, respectively.
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tD
215tD

212
1

2p2m* nTE0

1/l

dq q3

3E
0

g

dvUW12~q,v!Im@xB~q,v!#

sinh~v/2T!
U2

, ~5!

with

tD
215

1

2p2m* nTE0

1/l

dq q3

3E
0

g

dvUW12~q,v!Im@xD~q,v!#

sinh~v/2T!
U2

. ~6!

The above decomposition, previously given by Zheng a
MacDonald,10 expresses the total drag rate as the sum of
disorder-free contributiontB

21 and the correctiontD
21 due to

disorder-enhanced fluctuations. In Eqs.~4! and~5!, xB(q,v)
is the disorder-free RPA polarizability of a single-layer ele
tron gas. InxD(q,v), effects of disorder have been include
through the frequency-dependent diffusion coefficientD(v).
For small values ofg the system may be considered to be
a weak localization~or metallic! state for whichD(v) re-
duces toD0. We would like to mention that disorder in th
drag effect has also been considered19 through a simple
number-conserving relaxation-time approximation wh
gives the response function as

xg~q,v!5
~v1 ig!x~q,v1 ig!

v1 igx~q,v1 ig!/x~q,0!
. ~7!

This reduces to the well-known diffusion pole which is E
~2! with D0 in the regimeql,1 andv/g,1. Equation~2!
with D(q,v) approximated asD(v) and Eq.~7! have certain
complementary features. While Eq.~7! includes the full
range ofq andv within RPA, Eq.~2! containsD(v) calcu-
lated self-consistently through Eq.~3!. With increasing dis-
order the two-dimensional electron system~on each layer! is
expected to enter a strong localization regime. It has b
argued21,22that the latter regime is well described by Eqs.~2!
and~3!. Our objective is to calculate the drag rate within th
self-consistent scheme. We also mention that Eq.~7!, as ap-
plied to a double-layer system, may not necessarily acc
modate a metal-insulator transition as effectively as the s
consistent calculation is supposed to. The relaxation-t
approximation is expected to break down for largeg, where
the self-consistent calculation yields a better description
the insulating phase, the localization properties are cha
terized by the localization lengthj, defined as22 1/j
5 lim

v→0
@2 iv/D(v)#1/2. We have numerically calculatedj

from the self-consistent solution ofD(v) @cf. Eq. ~3!#. A
logarithmic plot of the localization lengthj as a function of
the inverse of the disorder parameterg is shown in Fig. 2.
We find the expected21,22 behaviors of exponentially wea
localization for weak disorder~i.e., g!1), and the power-
law decay ofj for strong localization. The results of Fig.
suggest that weak to strong localization crossover occ
aroundg.EF .
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We use parameters appropriate for a GaAs system
which the recent experiments5–9 on the drag rate betwee
coupled quantum-wells were performed, and examinet tot

21 at
low temperatures. We evaluatet tot

21 numerically using the
formulation set out in the previous section. The densi
density response functions that determine the various co
butions to the total drag rate enter also in the effective in
action W12(q,v) between the electrons in different layer
Our results fort tot

21 as a function of temperature are di
played in Fig. 3. We compare our calculations with those
Zheng and MacDonald,10 who used the frequency
independentD0 in their description of the diffusive regime
We observe that for small values of disorderg/EF!1, both

FIG. 2. The localization length as a function of the disord
parameterg. The crossover from weak to strong localization
estimated to beg'EF , when the exponential behavior ofj goes
over to a power-law behavior.

FIG. 3. The scaled total drag rate as a function of temperat
The dotted, dashed, and solid lines indicateg/EF50.1, 0.5, and 1.0,
respectively. The thick lines are calculated with the frequen
dependent diffusion coefficientD(v), whereas for the thin lines the
frequency-independentD0 is used.
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approaches yield the same result. Asg increases the pea
structure at low temperatures is greatly enhanced within
frequency-dependent diffusion coefficient treatment. Si
for low disorder (g&0.1EF) the dotted curve in Fig. 3 is
essentially the same astB

21 , we find that the self-consisten
treatment of disorder effects also indicate a large enha
ment over the drag rate in high mobility samples. When
amount of disorder is further increased we observe that
drag rate starts to decrease, showing a nonmonotonic be
ior. Such a behavior was also noted for double-wire syste
within the relaxation-time approximation.19

To discern the amount of contribution to the total dr
rate coming from the diffusive regime, we show in Fig. 4 t
total drag ratet tot

21 and the correction due to enhanced flu
tuations at the long wavelength and low frequency reg
tD

21 . We find that for smallg the electrons can be thought o
as largely in the ballistic regime. Asg gradually increases
the contribution fromtD

21 increases appreciably. The dra
experiments5–8 were done on GaAs-based materials. Us
the material parameters~effective massm* 50.07me , di-
electric constante0513! of GaAs, the density paramete
r s51 andr s52 assumed in Figs. 3 and 4 correspond ton
'331011 cm22 and n'0.731011 cm22, respectively. The
quantum-well separation distancesd5kF

21.140 Å and d
52kF

21.280 Å ~for r s51) are somewhat lower than th
experimental values, which are in the ranged*500 Å ~we
consider larged cases in the following figures!. The mean
free pathl 52kF21/(g/EF) decreases froml .2000 Å to l
.200 Å when the disorder parameter increases fromg
50.1EF to g5EF . The predicted drag enhancement wou
occur at T.2 K (T50.03EF , with EF'70 K! at a peak
value t tot

21'23108 s21. This is two orders of magnitude
greater than the drag rate observed for high mobi
samples. Similar estimates were also given by Shimsho20

The low temperature drag rate~or resistivity! in the experi-
ments has a peak due to virtual phonons.5,25 To make more
precise comparison with experiments~using low mobility
samples! the phonon contribution should be subtracted ou

FIG. 4. The scaled drag rate as a function of temperature ar s

51 anddkF52. The pairs of curves from bottom to top indica
g50.1, 0.5, 0.75, and 1, respectively. The solid and dotted cu
are for the totalt tot and diffusivetD drag rates, respectively.
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We investigate the scaling property of the total drag r
with respect to the interlayer separation distanced in Fig. 5.
Shimshoni20 distinguished the cases ofj!d ~deep in the
insulating state! and j@d ~metallic regime!, in the analysis
of the drag rate in the Mott insulator state. In the calculatio
shown in Fig. 5~a!, the parameters are such thatj*d; thus
the system may be considered to be in the vicinity of
metal-insulator transition. Our results largely obey thed22

dependence of the transresistivity formula given
Shimshoni20 in this regime. In Fig. 5~b! we show the scaled
total drag rate for various combinations ofg andd such that
j,d where the system is well in the insulating state. W
note that the drag rate again displays ad22-dependent scal-
ing, different from the d26 dependence predicted b
Shimshoni20 for the same regime. The origin of this discre
ancy could be that for the parameters used a much la
value ofd must be chosen, or that the frequency-depend
diffusion coefficient which also enters the dielectric functi
in W12(q,v) alters thed dependence. In the absence of a

s

FIG. 5. ~a! The scaled total drag rate as a function of tempe
ture. The dotted, dashed, dot-dashed, and solid lines indicatedkF

51, 1.5, 2, and 3, respectively. The disorder and density par
eters are such thatg/EF51 andr s51. ~b! The total drag rate for
the insulating regime. The solid, dot-dashed, dashed, and do
lines are for (dkF510, g/EF52), (dkF58, g/EF52), (dkF

56, g/EF53), and (dkF54, g/EF53), respectively.
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systematic experimental data we report our findings as t
emerge from the self-consistent calculation of the diffus
coefficient. We examine the influence of dynamical corre
tions on the drag rate in Fig. 6. The dielectric functi
«(q,v) is included in full ~thick lines! and in the static ap-
proximation, i.e.,«(q), ~thin lines!. We observe that the dy
namical nature ofD(v) and hence«(q,v) contribute sig-
nificantly to t tot

21 at low temperatures.
The low temperature behavior of the drag rate for coup

quantum wells has been considered by many researc
Zheng and MacDonald10 split the contributions of ballistic
and diffusive regimes and calculated the correction to
interlayer scattering rate due to disorder-enhanced inte
tions. Our work is similar in spirit, except we include th
frequency dependence of the diffusion coefficient. The sa
enhancement in the drag resistivity was also predicted
Kamenev and Oreg14 using diagrammatic perturbatio
theory. Gornyi, Yashenkin, and Khveshchenko26 studied the
effects of correlated disorder in the form of an impurity p
tential in the barrier region between the quantum wells. S
an approach would be relevant to the actual systems if c
trolled experiments can be performed. In a recent pa
Shimshoni20 considered the Coulomb drag between two p
allel layers in the Anderson insulating state, examining
Mott and Efros-Shklovskii types separately. In the analy
Shimshoni20 found thatrD is suppressed for a Mott insulato
with decreasing localization length~i.e., increasing disorder!.
In all these attempts the disorder has the effect of enhan

FIG. 6. The total drag rate calculated in the dynamic~thick
lines! and static~thin lines! screening approximations. The sol
and dashed lines indicate (dkF54, g/EF53) and (dkF56, g/EF

53), respectively.
n
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tdrag
21 ~or t tot

21) or the transresistancer as a function ofT for
low to moderate disorder while suppressingtdrag

21 for large
disorder. In a Boltzmann-theory-based calculation of
drag rate Flensberg and Hu13 found that charged impurities
located a distances away from the quantum wells influence
tD

21 significantly fors&400 Å. Classical simulations to de
termine the influence of ionized impurities on Coulomb dr
have also been performed.27 Our calculations indicate simila
qualitative results without specifying the nature of disord
We also point out that disorder effects in Coulomb dr
problems are gaining attention recently in a variety of rela
contexts.28

As the electron density is decreased the exchan
correlation effects become significant and the RPA we ad
will be less satisfactory. In studies of drag resistivity a
drag rate in double-layer systems it has been found impor
to include correlation effects beyond those described by
RPA to improve agreement with experimental data at l
densities.15 In this work, we have kept the electron gas p
rameter low (r s51) so that the RPA should be adequa
The interplay between the disorder and correlation effe
would have to be taken into account in a more consistent
systematic viewpoint for largerr s values. The interaction
effects on the Anderson transition in disordered syste
have been discussed by Sadovskii.29

In summary, we have considered the Coulomb drag ef
between two parallel quantum wells in the presence of d
order treated phenomenologically. The temperature dep
dence of the drag rate is known to be significantly enhan
with increasing disorder as the system evolves from a me
lic state toward an insulating state. Using the self-consis
theory of localization to deduce the frequency dependenc
the diffusion coefficient, we account for the influence of d
order on the density-density correlation function. We fi
that for smallg the drag rate is further increased. For larg
values ofg, the density fluctuations are suppressed with
reduced localization length and the drag rate is reduc
Thus, the drag ratetdrag

21 exhibits a nonmonotonic behavio
with respect to the strength of disorder, and may be use
a possible probe to understand the localization propertie
Coulomb coupled systems. A systematic experimental st
with varying degrees of disorder using low mobility sampl
should be able to test some of our predictions.
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